SNAGS & SNARLS
Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited
November, 2012

President’s Message

O

k. It happened. It was bound to sooner or later, but it just felt that it would be later…
much later. Instead, as we basked in the glorious instance of a Southern Appalachian
Autumn, the change came. It did not creep in at all, but slammed our mountainsides upside
their russet heads with a rude reminder that nothing lasts forever and we just should be out
doing more in those last sunkissed October days. More… as in fishing.
But all is calm here now that the Frankenstorm has passed us by to wreak havoc on our
Northern neighbors. Now we can regroup. Reconsider our apparel and finally retire the
idea of wet wading. The DH is getting stocked again, and there are bound to be numerous days in the next
couple of months that belie the season. Perhaps a real live Indian Summer. You just never know. Take advantage of those opportunities you have to do the things you want to do. Like fish. Life is full of the unexpected.
When you are on the water, in those times when you take a quick break to refuel, or after you calm down and
have resolved that nasty snarl. Take a moment to think about the realities of the water you are plying. What
has taken place in the past to ensure that you are afforded the opportunity to engage in the ultimate pleasure
of landing a healthy trout in pristine and beautiful settings? What will need to happen to preserve that privilege for our children’s children?
When I look back into the deep well of our Chapter’s archives, I am astounded by the work a small group of
dedicated trout fishing conservationists have been able to accomplish. PCTU IS the reason we have many of
the opportunities we have, be it the Catch-and-Release sections of the Davidson, the Delayed Harvest (DH)
of the Green and the East Fork of the French Broad, or even the fact that it has been many years since a town
has dumped raw sewage into the Pacolet. Nobody gave their life. But many folks did spend a few days when
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they were not fishing, working for our generation’s benefit. I hope that you, the current membership will
find the time to help this Chapter do the same for the next generation. Please answer the call and volunteer
when you can. And then get out and go fishing!
Peace
Mark Byington
P.S. A great big Thanks to Clive Morris, our new director who agreed to become the Chapter Secretary!
We look forward to a big turn out on November 8th to hear our guest speaker Derek Ibarguen. This will be
our last gathering of the year, as our next meeting will be in January. We will also have a couple of items
in addition to our normal raffle that we will have for auction. You know - Christmas is just around the corner. Which allows me to segue into a pitch for the eBay listing our Chapter has now going to sell the Gaylord Lyon donation. Just advance search for seller MBY2069 to see the 30+ items. You have until November 10th. Happy bidding!

October PCTU Chapter Meeting
Speaker Jacob Rash - Fisheries Biologist NCWRC

Lou Barlow wins the
Al Roger’s Fly Box
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November TU meeting speaker

O

ur speaker for the November meeting is Derek Ibarguen. Derek is a native of Maine with a Bachelors degree from the University of Maine and a Masters degree from The University of West Virginia. He started working for the Forest Service in Maine as a seasonal Ranger, but left following graduate
school to work for the Appalachian Trail Conservancy in Asheville. In 2002 he was offered a permanent
position with the Forest Service in the Appalachian Ranger District in Burnsville, NC. He then served in a
number of different assignments with the Forest Service including positions in Florida, Pennsylvania, Oregon, and Kentucky. He returned to North Carolina in 2011 as the District Ranger for the Pisgah District in
Brevard. Derek and his wife, Jessica, have three sons. Derek says that he is delighted to be back in Western North Carolina and plans to stay for as long as possible. He will talk to us about the programs underway in the Pisgah Ranger District with special emphasis on those related to fishing and improving water
quality.

From the Editor

W

hen I joined the chapter in 2002 Skip Sheldon was president. Before each meeting he would have
someone get up and tell a Frisch Tale. This, of course, was takeoff on our chapter vice president
and resident fishing guide—Jack Frisch. See page 15 for a Frisch Tale of my own.
On page 16 is an article from the Cleveland Plain Dealer titled Rocky River poisoners caught.
Our newsletter archives now go all the way back to March 2005. I have chosen an article written by Jack
Frisch titled Fly Fishing by the Numbers as this Month’s Article from the Past.
Jack wrote this interesting article about fly rod and line weights with history of both. New and old fly fishermen (and women too) will enjoy Snags & Snarls October 2005.
jh
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…And a Good Time Was Had By All
Linda Byington

M

orning dawned cloudy and unseasonably cool on October 13, the day of PCTU’s annual picnic. Even
down in the flatlands of Tryon the prospect of socializing at Sycamore Flats seemed less than ideal.
However, by the time we arrived around 11:30 the sun was warm, and Mark and I hit the water to test Joe
Moore’s vow that there are still trout at Sycamore. It soon became much too hot for my fleece, and with the
climb back up a steep bank, I just gave it up. By the time I reached the shelter at Sycamore, which we had
reserved for the day, other folks had begun to gather. There was plenty of time to become acquainted with
some new chapter members and their wives before we began to wonder where our fearless leader was. I
knew that if he was still in the water, he was having fun. Actually, he had hooked into a very large fish that
quickly spit out his fly, and he was still in pursuit. (Chalk one up for Joey!) Steve Herring finally convinced
Mark that the natives were restless up at the feeding trough.
The day continued warm and crystal clear under the shade of tall trees, and soon we had charcoal-grilled
burgers ready with lots of accompaniments, and an amazing array of homemade desserts, including Sogi’s
Swedish pecan pie, Ardie Bender’s famous chocolate chip bars, cakes and pies. Needless to say, we all ate
until we were stuffed.
With the hungry crowd now pleasantly full, Mark took the opportunity to talk about the importance of recognizing the contributions of Chapter members, whether in the short term or the long haul. He saw this year’s
picnic as an opportunity to begin a tradition which will hopefully be carried forward as an annual observation
in coming years. First recognized were Board of Directors members whose service ended in 2012. Mike
Dennis, who has done so much for the Chapter and for Rivercourse, resigned in late summer for personal reasons; Brandon Apodaca, who ran the Fly Fishing School for the past couple of years, chose not to continue
on the Board due to professional obligations; and the tag team of John and Shirley Johnson completed their
term on the Board, with Shirley serving as Chapter Secretary for the first half of the year and John filling that
capacity during the final half.
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Although none of these were present at the picnic, they will receive a small gift from the Chapter, along with
a certificate for a slug of free raffle tickets for a future meeting.
Our next honoree was named Volunteer of the Year for his tireless work on Snags & Snarls, our newsletter
first published in April 1974. Jim Hoskinson has worked diligently to keep us informed about upcoming
Chapter events, provide follow-up articles with pictures, and either find or pass along informative pieces,
whether Fly-of-the Month, issues of concern, or just good entertainment. Jim received a certificate of appreciation, along with a PCTU shirt.
The final honoree first joined the Pisgah Chapter in February 1993. He jumped right in and won the raffle of
Al Rogers’ flies only three months later. By October, he had been signed on as “assistant cook” for the picnic. Over the course of nearly two decades, Sogi Soder has served on the Board of Directors, chaired Membership Development, Publicity and the Fly Fishing School, “quarterbacked” the annual picnic, volunteered
for river and road cleanups, and worked on any and all chapter projects in whatever capacity was required.
As a very small token of our love and appreciation, Sogi received a certificate of appreciation and a Gift Certificate for dining with his wife, Alice. It was only on the day of the picnic that I learned that in two weeks
Sogi and Alice will relocate to Atlanta. What an incredible opportunity we had to honor Sogi on this day.
We wish both Sogi and Alice an easy transition and a happy life. We will miss you (and your Swedish pecan
pies!).

Linda presents Sogi with Certificate of Appreciation and a Gift Certificate
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Sogi’s Speech

Mark Byington and Jim Hoskinson
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Saying Good-Bye to a Long-Time Member
Bob Daubert

I

n late October a long time TU member and one of my best friends
moved to the Atlanta area. I met Sogi Soder shortly after I joined the
Chapter in the early part of 1994. He was an easy person to get to know.
He liked to fish and to participate in activities, and he was a leader not
afraid to get his hands dirty. Our Chapter at that time was breathing but
not moving. He was one of the members who helped pull it up to the
Chapter we are today.
Sogi was born in 1925 in Indiana to Swedish immigrants. His father was a stone cutter who
cut many of the stones for government buildings and other important buildings in Washington
and other places. His mother was a housewife with a voice that Sogi says would make everyone smile when they heard it. Sogi started selling newspapers at age six, later shoes and then
clothes at J. C. Penney’s. After high school he started college at DePauw University in the
summer of 1943. In the fall he enlisted in the Army Air Force Cadet Program and became a
2nd Lieutenant and navigator for B24s. The war ended and he spent the remaining time of his
enlistment running a rifle range in California.
(This probably contributed to his hearing loss later
in life.)
After being discharged from the Army, Sogi and
his friend Ollie hitch-hiked to Ollie’s home in Spokane, Washington. Sogi spent some time there and
then in December, in a summer military uniform
with harsh winter weather, continued hitch-hiking
back home to Bedford, Indiana in time for Christmas. The total trip was about 4000 miles. In 1946
he was back at DePauw, where he received a BS in
Economics and Mathematics in 1949. After graduating, Sogi enrolled at the University of Stockholm where he got a graduate degree in economics. Before returning to the States he and a friend camped and motorcycled around Europe. Last year when I went to Paris he told me he had camped under the Eiffel Tower for
several nights during that trip (could not do that today).

Returning to the US, he enrolled at Indiana University where he received an MBA. He became a big Indiana basketball fan and watches all of their games. If he cannot watch the
game live, he tapes it and will not find out the final score until he watches the game in its entirety. He joined General Electric and held many management positions including plant manager and Vice President of Marketing for Latin America, ending at their corporate offices doing International Strategic Planning. He retired after 36 years of service. While at GE he met
and married Alice, his wife of 49 years who he calls the love of his life. They have two children and five grandchildren.
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Sogi and Alice moved to Flat Rock in 1992 and he joined Trout Unlimited. He has been very
active ever since. In the mid 90’s he ran our Fly Fishing Schools, sometimes holding several
in the same year due to demand. Sogi would do anything to get the Chapter moving in a positive direction. He was active in our annual auctions. His annual contribution was always six
homemade pecan pies made with special pecans from Georgia. They were each bought for
$25 to $50 and the purchaser always said they were the best pecan pies that they had ever eaten. He was active with stockings and loved to stock the Green River. He also liked to fish the
Green, and his favorite spot was behind a large rock that allowed him to fish some fast water.
This rock became known to chapter members as Sogi’s Rock. His favorite fly is a prince
nymph which has brought him much success over the years.

When the Davidson River Project was in full swing he worked extremely hard to assure that
work was completed, and when Skip and I took over he was always the man who picked up
the lunch from Subway. Every time I would place an order they would ask if Mr. Sogi was
going to pick it up. He is that kind of guy. Meet him once; remember him for life.

I have fished many times over the years with Sogi, both locally and on several trips to the
San Juan. He is an excellent fisherman. He loves to tell fish stories and is a great story teller.
He is also one of the only fishermen I know whose fish and the numbers caught get smaller
every time he tells the story. He is one who does not brag about any of his accomplishments.

Although Sogi was active in Pisgah TU, he was also was active in the community. He was a
Stephen Minister for the First Methodist Church, worked for IAM helping people with their
finances, and volunteered for Habitat for Humanity and the Kenmure Golf Association. He
and his wife Alice also volunteered at Flaming Gorge National Forest for a four month
commitment one year.

Sogi with fish - guide—Bob Daubert
in back of boat
San Juan River
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When I brought him home from the September meeting we talked and he said that he should
have said something at the meeting that night. He told me to say at the October meeting that
Trout Unlimited was an important part of his life while he lived here and that he wanted to
thank every one of the members for making it so enjoyable. He said that he will miss participating and wishes the Chapter continued success. I am fulfilling Sogi’s request through this
article. The Chapter will miss him and his eagerness to help the Chapter move forward, and I
am losing a great friend. I wish both Sogi and Alice much happiness with their move to Atlanta. I also want to extend to them a warm welcome any time they want to return to Flat
Rock and participate both in Trout Unlimited and other activities.

To my great friend, much luck and happiness in your move. You will be missed.

Bob

Stu Cohen & Sogi

Sogi, Stu, & Craig Larson
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Green River Delayed Harvest Stocking- 3 OCT 2012
By John Johnson
The first Delayed Harvest stocking for the fall of 2012 on the Green River was completed without a hitch. The
weather was warm and partly cloudy, which may not be the case for the 1 NOV second stocking. We put in
1045 lbs. (approximately 91 buckets) of Trout and there were some really big ones that didn’t fit into the
buckets comfortably who kept jumping out before reaching the river. Duke Energy was ending its water release from the Tuxedo hydroelectric plant, so the water level was going down and the speed of the river flow
also calmed down.

Dave Maxwell and myself teamed to coordinate the event and had a lot of help. Dr. Mike Dennis provided
some muffins. Shirley & I brought the coffee (plus some rough photography). Everyone socialized before the
fish truck arrived. Charley Dotson manned the “Clipboard” and kept track of the stocking point stops and
number of buckets put into the river. Also, thanks to Graham, the NCWR stocking truck driver, for his help.

We had about 21 people (including Molly “The Dog”) show up to help with some familiar faces and some
not. A couple from Florida helped and I believe they thoroughly enjoyed themselves. The volunteers were as
follows (hopefully I get the names right, but if not sorry): Barry Coombs, Gene Conley, Fran Fruci, Mike
Dennis, Ron Pankey, Jim & Lucy Vaccheano, Shirley Johnson, Charlie Dotson, Sky Conard, Tony Brooks,
Andy Uhr, John Johnson, Buddy Kimura, Dave Maxwell, Darren Cronan, John Kocinski, Harry Hunkele,
Karl Trumpler, Dave Bender, and Don Silsbe.
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Overall, everyone had a good time. Many enjoyed a late lunch at Green River BBQ in Saluda and
some stayed at the river to fish. The next stocking is scheduled for 1 NOV, hopefully the weather
will cooperate and we have another great group of volunteers.

My last task of the day was to wash out the buckets when I got home because I didn’t want our friendly
neighbor bear getting excited over the Trout residue lingering in them. If he chewed them up we would
be scrambling to get new buckets for the NOV stocking.
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Little River Stocking
October 4, 2012

T

he first fall stocking of the Little River in the DuPont State Recreational
Forest took place on a bright sunny morning and the leaves within the
forest were just starting to turn into their fall colors. The Little River was running at full capacity and the view of High Falls was magnificent due to the
rains during the past week. It was a beautiful day and we had 6 volunteers and
everyone enjoyed the stocking and the beauty of the forest. The following individuals were present for the stocking: Eric Folk, DuPont State Recreational
Forest Ranger; Gram Lang, Setzer Fish Hatchery; and our chapter members
Bill Wearmouth, Tim Schubmehl, Ken Voltz, Bob Huey, Jack Soyak and a new first time volunteer, John
Jessen. John wanted to see all of the stocking points and rode with Eric Folk on the “Gator” and helped at
each of the stocking points.

The Hatchery delivered approximately 836 fish with an individual average weight of 0.50 pounds. Brooks
made up 38% of the total, 3% were Browns and 59% were Rainbows. However, there were a fairly large
number of trout weighting from 4 to 5 pounds in the mix. If one hooks one of these fish, it’s very likely there
will be great excitement with the possibility of losing one’s rod and reel. The river water temperature was
fairly cool at 60.8 F.

New volunteers are always welcome and we need about 8 volunteers to make each stocking a fun and enjoyable event. Please consider volunteering by contacting Jack Soyak at jsoyak@morrisbb.net or by telephone at
692-5007. We meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Hooker Falls parking lot for each stocking event. E-mails are sent out
to volunteers approximately 2 weeks prior to each stocking event asking who is available to participate.
I would like to thank DuPont State
Recreational Forest for providing
the means to transport the fish
along the river trails and a forest
ranger for driving the vehicle. It
would be a near impossible task to
carry the buckets of fish to the remote stocking points without their
trusty vehicles.
Jack Soyak
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O

ur fall roadside cleanup was Thursday October the 25th. Classic fall morning,
warm and sunny with plenty of leaves falling. Shoulders had been mowed but
leaves were quickly camouflaging all but the most visible litter. Despite that we managed to collect (11) quite full bags of litter. The usual “bright blue bud cans” were the
favorite with some miscellaneous auto parts but the biggest prize was a 4g Iphone!
Unfortunately water had rendered it as useless.
We also inspected the line recycling containers for the first time. A substantial amount of line was recovered
since installation on 9/11. Trash was quite minimal thus far.
A total of (11) members participated; Mike Hanesworth, Norris McDowell, Lou Dondero, Kiki Matthews,
Dave Bender, Ross Fox, Ken Voltz, Jack Soyak, Ralph Saxton and John Rich.
Coffee and scones were provided by Bracken Mountain Bakery in Brevard.
Next cleanup will be in December, please watch for announcement.
Thanks to all that participated.
Tim Schubmehl
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Contents of Line Recycling Containers

A Frisch Tale (Sorry Jack)
Jim Hoskinson
In the early 80’s I had a boat in the Wilson Harbor on Lake Ontario which I used for salmon & trout fishing. This story was told to me by a young man, (of course I was a young man then) probably at one of the
tackle shops, and since it was about 30 years ago the exact details are a little fuzzy. Tournaments were common in the summer. Some people look forward to them, and others, like myself, avoid them. The young
man's story about his experience in a recent tournament went like this:
My memory is of a small aluminum boat with a small motor. The sort of craft that could be used on the Lake
Ontario only on calmest of days. He got his boat onto the lake and started fishing—soon he caught a salmon
about 18". Excited, he headed for shore and to the tackle shop to get his “trophy” weighed. He walked into
the tackle shop and told one of the clerks he wanted to weigh his fish. The shop was quite crowded but one of
the clerks looked up and said "you want me to weigh that fish?” He took the young man to the back door of
the shop. "Do you see that scale hanging from the tree branch?” The young man saw a large scale that was
about head high with a meat hook on it. “Do you see that hole in the ground? The tail of the last fish we
weighed dragged on the ground so we had to dig that hole in order to weigh the fish.
Do you still want me to weigh your fish?”
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Rocky River poisoners caught,
steelhead not so much
From the Plain Dealer:
.Posted on October 12, 2012
Over the past six months, anglers demanded to know who dumped toxic waste into the East Branch of the
Rocky River last spring that killed more than 30,000 fish, ranging from minnows to vibrant steelhead trout.
A diligent investigation by local, state and federal officials provided an answer Wednesday. Renato Montorsi, 79, and his wife, Teresina, 74, of Grafton, were indicted in federal court. The couple owned a business
just up the hill from the fragile stream where rainbow trout are stocked and steelhead trout roam.
U.S. Attorney Steven Dettelbach said Renato Montorsi wanted to get rid of
a 55-gallon drum of liquid cyanide, so he punctured it and poured the toxic
chemical into a nearby storm sewer a short distance away from the popular river.
The East Branch of the Rocky River is home to a rare population of sensitive big mouth shiners, a tiny fish on the threatened-species list. The watershed supports a small but viable population of extremely sensitive
brook trout, a premier game fish in the region more than a century ago
that fell victim to industrial pollution. To most everyone’s surprise, rainbow trout successfully spawn in the stream. People were outraged by the
fish kill, incensed that someone would cheat them of their clean water and good fishing.
Nate and I were on the Rocky yesterday, near the Lake and saw a few fish caught. We didn’t catch any, but I
don’t think we can blame the Montorsis on that one. I hope they enjoy spending the rest of their lives in
prison.

Mentors List
Chapter Members listed below are available to accompany one or
two members who would like to learn more about fly fishing in our
streams. If you are just beginning to fly fish, here’s an opportunity to
get help from some knowledgeable anglers.
Bob Daubert

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450*

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

Legend: * weekends only
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Calendar of Events—2012

October 30 Board Meeting 6:30 Flat Rock Wood Room
November 8 General Meeting 6:45 Social 7:15 Meeting
Pardee Health Center—Blue Ridge Mall
Hendersonville NC
Presenter —Derek Ibarguen District Ranger for the Pisgah District.
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Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations

is published eleven times a year by the Pisgah
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, a non - profit organization for its members and supporters.
Address comments to:

800-662-7137

NC Wildlife Resource Comm. - Doug Bessler828-659-8684
Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
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Fish Hatchery Kiosk - Open

PO Box 841

Water discharges on the Green River

800-829-5253

http://www.duke-energy.com/lakes/scheduledflow-releases.asp
(TUXEDO)

Hendersonville NC
28793-0841
E-Mail jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River
The Pisgah Chapter web site is:
866-332-5253
National Trout Unlimited www.tu.org

http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org

Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited www.pisgahchaptertu.org
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Stocking Schedule

November

Green River

1

Little River

5

North Mills River

1

East Fork French Broad River

6

West Fork Pigeon River

2

Tuckasegee River

6,7

Shelton Laurel / Big Laurel

1

Pisgah Chapter Directory
President

Mark Byington

864-979-7436

markb@byingtonla.net

Vice President.

Chris Ellis

864-458-6240

chris.ellis@us.michelin.com

Secretary

Clive Morris

Treasurer
Past President.
Director

Skip Sheldon
Kiki Matthews
John Kies

Director –Education

David Pierce

piercefordp@yahoo.com

Director

Charlie Dotson

cdotson7231@yahoo.com

Director

Joe Moore

No e-mail

Director –Conservation

John Rich

cosw@netzero.net

Director-DRP

Tim Schubmehl

tschubmehl@hotmail.com

clivemorris@gmail.com

828-891-3264
828-696-1599

shelhalla@bellsouth.net)
kikimatthews@bellsouth.net
johnkies@bellsouth.net

Director-Communications Linda Byington

Linda.byington188@gmail.com

Director

Bob Huey

dphuey@comporium.net

Director
Newsletter Editor

Ed Hagerott
Jim Hoskinson

edhagerott@yahoo.com
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